ABSTRACT
DIRECT has a MIMD (multiple instruction stream, multiple data stream) architecture. It can simultaneously support both intra-query and interquery concurrency. The number of processors assigned to a query is dynamically determined by the priority of the query and the size of the relations it references.
The size of a relation is not limited to that of the associative memory as in some previous data base machines.
Concurrent updates are controlled through address translation tables which are maintained by a controlling processor.
DIRECT is being implemented using LSI-II/03 microprocessors and CCD memories which are searched in an associative manner. A novel cross-point switch is used to connect the LSI-II processors to the CCD memories. While cross-point switches have proven too expensive for use in general purpose parallel processors, their application in DIRECT demonstrates that these switches can be successfully used in specialized applications.
INTRODUCTION
Because data bases are increasing in size at a rate which is faster than corresponding increases in processor performance, alternative computer architectures for non-numeric applications must be investigated.
One of the first alternative architectures was Bell Labs' XDMS implementation of the CODASYL DBTG network data model [i] . By isolating the function of the data base management system on a separate microprogrammed processor with an instruction set tuned to perform data base management system primitives efficiently, significant performance improvements were achieved.
While XDMS demonstrated the feasibility and desirability of the back-end design, its potential for future performance improvements is very limited since it is basically a SISD (single instruction stream, single data stream) architecture.
Since the nature of data base processing lends itself to parallel processing of user queries, several new architectures have been recently proposed which are capable of parallel and/or associative searches of the data base.
Each of these efforts is based on the idea of a logic per track device which was first proposed by Slotnic[2] as an alternative to the high cost of fully associative memories.
These pseudo-associative devices have been examined as attached processors for associative file management by Parker[3] , Healy, Doty, and Lipovski[4] , Parhami[5] , Minsky [6] , and Lin, Smith, and Smith [7] (RARES).
Currently being implementated are two back-end data base processors which exploit the logic per track idea. They both differ from the research efforts mentioned above in that they deal with all aspects of a DBMS. CASSM, which was first proposed by Su, Copeland, and Lipovski[8, 9, 10] in 1973, is a cellular processor which is capable of directly supporting all three data models (relational, network, and hierarchical). RAP, an associative processor for data base management, which efficiently supports the relational data model, has been described by Ozkarahan, Schuster, and Smith in [11, 12, 13] .
In RAP, a host system communicates with the user, compiles the user data base query into RAP primitives, and transmits these primitives to RAP. In this paper we describe DIRECT, a multiprocessor o r g a n i z a t i o n for supporting The back-end controller is a microprogrammable PDP 11/40. It is responsible for interacting with the host processor and controlling the query processors.
After the back-end controller receives a query packet from the host, it will determine the number of query processors which should be assigned to execute the packet.
If the relations which are referenced by the query packet are not currently in the associative memory, the back-end controller will page them in before distributing the query packet to each query processor selected for its execution.
A detailed d i s c u s s i o n of the operations performed by the back-end controller is found in Section 4.0.
Each query processor is a PDP 11/03 with 28K words memory. The function of each query processor is to execute query packets assigned by the back-end controller and transmitted from the controller over a DMA interface to the query processor. The instruction set of a query processor is described in Section 5.0.
Since DIRECT has a MIMD architecture, it is capable of supporting both intra and inter-query concurrency.
To facilitate the support of intra-query concurrency, relations are divided into fixed size pages. Each query processor, assigned by the controller to execute a query packet, will a s s o c i a t i v e l y search a subset of each relation referenced in the packet.
When a query processor finishes examining one page of a relation, it will make a request to the back-end controller for the address of the next page it should examine. Since several query processors, each executing the same query, can request the "next page" of the same relation simultaneously, the controller operations must be indivisible. This will insure that each of the query processors will be given a different page to examine. After receiving the address of the page from the controller, the query processor must be able to rapidly switch to that page.
The interconnection matrix, as described in Section 2.3, will permit this.
To facilitate support of inter-query concurrency, the associative memory and interconnection matrix must permit two query processors, each executing different queries, to search the same page of a common relation simultaneously.
By eliminating duplicate copies of a relation, we not only reduce memory requirements but, more importantly, the problem of updating multiple copies of a relation is eliminated without sacrificing performance. By choosing a small page size we can construct more page frames for a fixed amount of money.
A Shared Associative Memory
Our initial configuration will have thirty-two page frames.
Also, more page frames will have a higher potential for concurrency and the smaller page size will enable us (in an academic environment with our small data bases) to mimic a large data base with small relations. If the page size was too large then each relation might fit on just one page.
This would limit the potential concurrency to just inter-query concurrency instead of a mix of intra and inter-query concurrency.
Another important reason for choosing a small page size is to minimize the amount of internal fragmentation which occurs when a relation does not fill all of the pages it occupies.
While a small page size does minimize this wasted space, it does so at the expense of a larger page table size in the back-end controller (external fragmentation).
The Interconnection Matrix
To support inter and intra-query concurrency, the interconnection matrix must permit:
-a query processor to rapidly switch between page frames containing pages of the same or different relations.
-two or more query processors to simultaneously search the same page of a relation.
-all query processors to simultaneously access some page frame. The performance of the switches is also not very important when one considers that each query processor will generally examine an entire page before switching to another page frame.
Since the time to examine a complete page is .012 seconds, the effect of a switching time on the order of one microsecond is insignificant.
The data paths through the cross-point switch have been reduced to one bit wide paths by using a pair of serial-in/parallel-out and parallel-in/serial-out shift registers at each query processor and page frame interface. (See Figure 2. 2).
Because shift registers (such as the AM25LSI64 and 299) can be shifted at the rate of 1 bit/20 ns, the memory rate of 750 ns/byte can be maintained by using (for reading) a 1 bit data path with parallel to serial conversion at the memory interface and serial to parallel conversion at the query processor interface.
Finally, conflict resolution hardware was eliminated by not permitting query processors to address individual bytes on a page.
Instead, each page frame produces bytes without a request from any query processor (except for the request which caused the page to be loaded into a frame).
A Each relation in the data base is divided into a number of fixed size pages. Each page contains tuples in sequential order from only one relation. When each relation is created, the maximum length of each attribute is specified by the user.
Each tuple in a relation is allocated a fixed number.of bytes (ie. the sum of the maximum length of each attribute in the relation).
By choosing a fixed length format, we can eliminate the need for special characters to delimit tuples within the page and attributes within the tuple.
While the fixed format will indeed waste space it reduces the need for garbage collection and simplifies modification and insertion of tuples.
The need for garbage collection is reduced by marking a deleted tuple in an appropriate fashion. Later, when a tuple is to be inserted the query processor can search the relation until it finds a vacant tuple location.
Alternatively, it can place the tuple on the last page of the relation if it does not find a spot after examining a predetermined number of pages. Modification of a tuple will never require that the tuple be moved since it was allocated the maximum number of bytes allowed in the first place.
The need for garbage collection has not been completely eliminated however. If, over time, many tuples are deleted from a relation it may be desirable to compactify the relation.
The COMPRESS operation of the query processor performs this function. Finally, we assume the existence of two special characters which are used to mark the beginning of the page (BOP) and the end of the tuples on the page (EOP).
Mark Bits and Temporary Relations
Unlike RAP, DIRECT does not use mark bits to indicate which tuples in a relation have satisfied the search criterion of a query. Rather, as the query is executed, tuples which satisfy the search criterion are written into a temporary relation on a page frame in the associative memory.
This approach was chosen for several reasons. First, mark bits reduce the potential performance of the processor by forcing a query processor to lock each relation it is evaluating. This is not a problem for RAP which is a SIMD processor. It would, however, introduce problems in DIRECT where two or more query processors, each executing a different query, can potentially be accessing the same page of the same relation simultaneously.
An alternative approach would be to provide duplicate sets of mark bits. However, unless one set was provided for each query processor, then conflicts could arise over sharing the mark bits.
Furthermore, the result of any relational query is a temporary relation which the user might wish to add to the data base.
If this is the case, the query processor simply passes a description of the temporary relation to the back-end controller which will add the necessary information to the address translation tables it maintains.
Output performance is also enhanced by this approach.
The result of a query which is not to be saved as a new relation will reside in a temporary relation. When the channel between the host and the back-end controller is free, the query processor will transfer tuples from the temporary relation, via the controller, to a waiting process in the host which was spawned when the query was sent from the host to the back-end.
The temporary relation acts as a buffer and should permit maximum utilization of the data paths in the process.
If mark bits were used, the relation(s) which were used in the query could not be freed until all the qualifying tuples were transferred to the host. This clearly is not the case in our approach.
In addition, the performance of the "temporary relation approach" is essentially the same as with mark bits.
Output of qualifying tuples to the temporary relation can be overlapped with the input of tuples to be examined.
While more space is used during query evaluation than in the RAP approach, the increase in potential performance of the entire system is significant and appears to justify the increased page traffic which will result. However, since relations will be referenced in a predictable fashion, page faults should be avoidable by doing anticipatory paging.
(See the NEXTPAGE operation in Section 4.2).
Description of Tables
Maintained by the Back-End Controller
The back-end controller maintains several sets of tables which are used for describing data bases, establishing concurrency control for updates, and coordinating page requests from query processors executing the same query packet.
The Relation Address Translation Table  (RATT), as shown in Figure 3 .1, contains one entry for every relation of every database .  The  relation  lock  can  have  one  of  three  values: UNLOCKED, IN-USE, LOCKED. A relation is UNLOCKED if no query processor is currently accessing it.
If a query processor is searching a relation, the lock has a value of IN-USE.
If a query is to update or modify a relation, it must first LOCK the relation after all queries currently using it have terminated.
The owner entry in the RATT table indicates the name of the owner of the relation. This is used to prevent an unauthorized person from deleting a relation. RELATION The Query Packet Task  Table  ( QPTT), as shown in Figure  3 .4, has one entry for each relation referenced by each query packet.
The currency pointer entry points to the current page of the relation (initially page 0) for that query packet.
When a query processor executing query packet i page faults and requests the next page of relation j to continue processing the query packet, the currency indicator will indicate which is the proper next page.
Operations on the QPTT must be indivisible as several query processors, executing the same query packet, may simultaneously request the "next" page of the same relation. Then the first element from the request queue for that relation will be removed and executed.
Controller Primitives
The primitives of the back-end controller are: ASSIGN (QPKTi, {QP}) -assign query packet i to the set {QP} of query processors. The back-end controller must first decide on a value for n, the number of query processors to which the query packet is to be assigned. The value of n will be determined dynamically by considering: a)
The number of free query processors. b)
The channel load between mass storage and CCD page frames. c)
The size of the relations referenced by the query packet. d)
The length of the queue of query packets in the back-end controller. e)
The priority of the query packet. After deciding how many (and which) query processors are to execute the query packet, the back-end controller must send the query packet to each processor along with format information about the relations it references. The controller must also create a task which waits for a done signal from each query processor (analagous to the join in the fork-join construct).
When all query processors have signalled done, the waiting task will transmit the results of the query packet back to the host. NEXTPAGE (QPKTi,RELj,QPk,LOCK-VALUE) -request from query processor k which is executing query packet QPKTi for the next page of relation j.
The resulting action is for the back-end controller to send the page frame number which contains the next page of relation j to query processor k using the SEND instruction. If a page fault occurs, that is, the next page of relation j is not in some page frame, then the back-end controller must choose an available page frame (which may require that another page be paged out) and then page in the requested page. Page faults (except the request for the first page) will be avoidable by doing anticipatory paging.
That is, the back-end controller can always make sure that the next n pages are in memory.
The value of n will depend on the number of query processors which are assigned to execute a query packet. If m query processors are assigned to execute the same query packet then n should be equal to m. This will insure that there will always be a page ready for each query processor. The LOCK-VALUE can be either retrieve-only or update.
If NEXTPAGE or GETPAGE requests a non-existent page from a temporary relation, a page frame is assigned and an entry i s added to the page table for that relation.
Finally, NEXTPAGE and GETPAGE must be indivisible operations. GETPAGE(QPKTi,RELATIONj,QPk,PAGEm,LOCK-VALUE) -request from query processor k which is executing query packet QPKTi for PAGEm of relation j.
The back-end controller will use the SEND instruction to send the page frame number which contains PAGEm to the requesting query processor.
Handling of page faults is described above. SEND(QPk,PFi) -send page frame number PFi to query processor k. DESTROY(DBNAME) -destroy data base DBNAME. After an authorization check is performed and after all queries accessing relations in the data base have terminated, (i.e. relation lock field is UNLOCKED), the back-end controller will delete all relations in the data base in addition to all information about the data base which is contained in the system catalogues. DELETE(RELATIONi,DBNAME)
-delete relation i of data base UBNAME.
After an authorization check is performed and all queries accessing relation i have terminated, relation i will be removed from the data base. CREATEDB(DBNAME,OWNER) -create a new data base which is owned by user OWNER and has name DBNAME° CREATE(RELATIONi,DBNAME,n, [ATTI=FMTI,..., ATTn=FMTn]) -create a new relation in data base DBNAME with n attributes to be stored in the specified formats.
QUERY PROCESSOR INSTRUCTION SET
The query processor instruction set includes the basic primitives needed to support a relational data base system.
A query packet, after parsing and decomposition by INGRES on the host processor, will be composed of query processor instructions. Thus, query packets can be executed directly without further compilation.
The basic primitives include: RESTRICT -select tuples from a relation based on a boolean search condition.
